
the world's first traveling brand



AKI THE LABEL is a streetwear brand focused on casual
luxury and everyday, everyplace wear. AKI THE LABEL will
strive to criss-cross the country highlighting our great
cities and our cool towns, designing logos and limited
collections that represent those places and talking to its
inhabitants. We are the world's first traveling brand!

Taking it a step further, AKI THE LABEL will shoot creative
photography and videography in those cities and towns,
using local models, and sponsor a philanthropic effort to
give to the community. We believe that humans are more
alike than we are different, and our logo is an
intersecting calligraphy with open ends, meant to
represent that our similarities much outnumber our
differences. 

Let’s get to know each other again and look good doing
it! Here we go..

About | AKI

philathropic partners:

fusion community empowerment
IG: FUSIONISLIFE

HEARTS IOF GOLD, NYC
IG: HEARTSOFGOLDNYC



AKIRA - FOUNDER

“As AKI THE LABEL continues
to grow as a brand in 2023,
with new collections and new
community collaborations, I,
as has always been the case,

don’t see a limit. I believe
that after 50 collections, AKI
THE LABEL will have made a

difference in the world, a
tangible difference."

 
-Akira, Founder and CEO



AKI CREW - CORE COLLECTION



the core collection embodies the spirit of
the beginnings of a capsule wardrobe, ready
for all venues and activities. 

The Core Collection is meant to be styled to
your personal taste, and it is as appropriate
for a dinner date as it is for a tennis match
or lounging on the couch.

the three colorways, black, navy, and
heather gray, Are also available in black and
white logos, represent the highest standard
of versatility, and the quality fabrics span
across seasons. 

Core. 

AKI Crew

MAKI Hood 

TALI Tee

LAINE Tee

DAVi Cap

Modalities:

TALI TEE- CORE COLLECTION



MAKI HOOD  - NY COLLECTION



our new york collection is inspired by
downtown new york city and shot on
location soho and the lower east side. 

the collection has more of an edge than
the versatile core collection and brings
trending patterns into the aki universe for
the first time. 

the four colorways, olive, charcoal, camo,
and houndstooth, invoke autumn, the best
season to be in New york. 

AKI x NY.

AKI Crew

MAKI Hood 

Modalities:



LAINE TEE  - malibu COLLECTION



the malibu collection is a departure from
the classics, with new designs, including
womenswear, logos, and the incorporation
of bright colors. . 

the look and feel of the collection
reminds us of a summer day by the pool on
the coast of malibu with perfect weather. 

A dreamy collection, the colorways are
named after summertime fruits, strawberry,
lemon, and blueberry. 

AKI x MALIBU.

MAKI HOOD AND AKI CREW  - malibu COLLECTION

AKI Crew

MAKI Hood 

maki hood crop

LAINE Tee

Laine tee crop

Modalities:



AKI THE LABEL 

hello@akithelabel.com

IG: @aki_thelabel

Contact Us:


